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20S Macm Tor Children's and YA
Bella's Story
A Dog's Way Home Tale
by W. Bruce Cameron
Tor • On Sale: May 12/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 224 pages
9781250212764 • $22.99 • CL - With dust jacket • Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs
A young reader version of the New York Times and USA Today bestselling novel A
Dog's Way Home by W. Bruce Cameron, now a major motion picture!
Even though Bella has to hide from the neighbors and learn boring games like No Barks
and Go Home, she loves her boy Lucas. Then one day Bella is picked up by Animal Control
and Lucas is forced to send her to a foster home far away. Bella waits and waits for Lucas
(...)

Shelby's Story
A Dog's Way Home Tale
by W. Bruce Cameron
Tor • On Sale: May 12/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 208 pages
9781250301932 • $10.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs
New York Times bestselling author W. Bruce Cameron presents the totally irresistible
tale of a little stray puppy rescued from a life on the streets to become the star of A
Dog's Way Home, the basis for the major motion picture!
Shelby doesn't remember much of her early life - only that she was always hungry and cold.
Then one day, Shelby is rescued by a kind woman, and things change forever. She soon
finds herself on a movie set, and her new life is filled (...)

Bloodwitch
A Witchlands Novel
by Susan Dennard
Tor • On Sale: May 12/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 480 pages
9780765379337 • $13.50 • pb • YA Fic / Fantasy / Wizards & Witches • Witchlands
Susan Dennard's New York Times bestselling, young adult epic fantasy Witchlands
series continues with the story of the Bloodwitch Aeduan.
Aeduan has teamed up with the Threadwitch Iseult and the magical girl Owl to stop a
bloodthirsty horde of raiders preparing to destroy a monastery that holds more than just
faith. But to do so, he must confront his own father, and his past.
Worldbuilding after my own heart. It's so good it's intimidating." - Victoria Aveyard, #1
New York Times (...)

The Extraordinaries
by TJ Klune
Tor • On Sale: May 19/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 400 pages
9781250203656 • $24.50 • CL - With dust jacket • YA Fic / Fantasy / Contemporary
Some people are extraordinary. Some are just extra. TJ Klune's YA debut,The
Extraordinaries, is a queer coming-of-age story about a fanboy with ADHD and the
heroes he loves.
Nick Bell? Not extraordinary. But being the most popular fanfiction writer in the
Extraordinaries fandom is a superpower, right?
After a chance encounter with Shadow Star, Nova City's mightiest hero (and Nick's biggest
crush), Nick sets out to make himself extraordinary. And he'll do it with or without the (...)
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20S Macm Tor Children's and YA
Dark Skies
by Danielle L. Jensen
Tor • On Sale: May 5/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 464 pages
9781250317766 • $25.99 • CL - With dust jacket • YA Fic / Fantasy / General
Unwanted betrothals, assassination attempts, and a battle for the crown converge in
Danielle L. Jensen's Dark Skies , a new series starter set in the universe of the YA
fantasy Sarah J. Maas called everything I look for in a fantasy novel."
A RUNAWAY WITH A HIDDEN PAST
Lydia is a scholar, but books are her downfall when she meddles in the plots of the most
powerful man in the Celendor Empire. Her life in danger (...)

Dark Shores
by Danielle L. Jensen
Tor • On Sale: May 5/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 384 pages
9781250317735 • $13.50 • pb • YA Fic / Fantasy / General
High seas adventure, blackmail, and meddling gods meet in Dark Shores, a thrilling
first novel in a fast-paced new YA fantasy series by USA Today bestselling author
Danielle L. Jensen.
In a world divided by meddlesome gods and treacherous oceans, only the Maarin possess
the knowledge to cross the Endless Seas. But they have one mandate: East must never
meet West.
A SAILOR WITH A WILL OF IRON
Teriana (...)

Last Girls
by Demetra Brodsky
Tor • On Sale: May 5/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 368 pages
9781250256522 • $24.50 • CL - With dust jacket • YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense
No one knows how the world will end.
On a secret compound in the Washington wilderness, Honey Juniper and her sisters are
training to hunt, homestead, and protect their own.
Prepare for every situation.
But when danger strikes from within, putting her sisters at risk, training becomes real life,
and (...)

Teeny Weenies: The Eighth Octopus
And Other Stories
by David Lubar
Tor • On Sale: May 5/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 112 pages
9781250187864 • $17.50 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Short Stories • Teeny Weenies
Summer is here - and so are the Teeny Weenies!
David Lubar is the master of the short story for kids. Now he's back with a new collection Teeny Weenies: The Eighth Octopus - just in time for school break! Perfect for the summer
holidays, these fun and freaky tales will keep you on the edge of your seat all season long.
Young chapter book readers ages 7 to 10, reluctant readers, and fans of very short stories
will be entertained and (...)
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20S Macm Tor Children's and YA
Teeny Weenies: Fishing for Pets
And Other Stories
by David Lubar
Tor • On Sale: May 5/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 128 pages
9781250187833 • $17.50 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Short Stories • Teeny Weenies
Summer is here - and so are the Teeny Weenies!
David Lubar is the master of the short story for kids. Now he's back with a new collection Teeny Weenies: Fishing for Pets - just in time for school break! Perfect for the summer
holidays, these fun and freaky tales will keep you on the edge of your seat all season long.
Young chapter book readers ages 7 to 10, reluctant readers, and fans of very short stories
will be entertained and (...)

A Song Below Water
A Novel
by Bethany C. Morrow

LEAD

Tor • On Sale: Jun 2/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 288 pages
9781250315328 • $24.50 • CL - With dust jacket • YA Fic / Fantasy / Contemporary
Legacies meets Nic Stone's Dear Martin in Bethany C. Morrow's debut YA, A Song
Below Water, about two best friends discovering their magical identities against the
challenges of today's racism and sexism
Tavia is already at odds with the world, forced to keep her siren identity under wraps in a
society that wants to keep her kind under lock and key. Nevermind she's also stuck in
Portland, Oregon, a city with only a handful of black folk and even fewer of those with
magical powers (...)

Category Five
by Ann Davila Cardinal
Tor • On Sale: Jun 2/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 240 pages
9781250296122 • $24.50 • CL - With dust jacket • YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense
Category Five is a new supernatural thriller fromAnn Davila Cardinal, set against the
backdrop of a post-hurricane Puerto Rico.
After the hurricane, some see destruction and some smell blood.
The tiny island of Vieques, located just off the northeastern coast of the main island of
Puerto Rico, is trying to recover after hurricane Maria, but the already battered island is now
half empty. To make matter worse, as on the main island, developers have (...)

Five Midnights
by Ann Davila Cardinal
Tor • On Sale: Jun 2/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 288 pages
9781250296092 • $13.50 • pb • YA Fic / Mysteries & Detective Stories
Ann Davila Cardinal's Five Midnights is a wickedly thrilling" (William Alexander) and
"flat-out unputdownable" (Paul Tremblay) novel based on the el Cuco myth set
against the backdrop of modern day Puerto Rico.
2019 Digital Book World Award Winner for best Suspense/Horror Book
Five friends cursed. Five deadly fates. Five nights of retribucion.
If Lupe Davila and Javier Utierre can survive each other's company, together they can solve
a series of grisly murders sweeping (...)
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20S Macm Tor Children's and YA
Chasing Starlight
by Teri Bailey Black
Tor • On Sale: Jun 9/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 272 pages
9780765399519 • $23.50 • CL - With dust jacket • YA Fic / Mysteries & Detective Stories
Chasing Starlight by Teri Bailey Black is ahigh concept light-hearted historical YA
about the Golden Age of Hollywood
1938. The Golden Age of Hollywood. Palm trees and movie stars. Film studios pumping out
musicals, westerns, and gangster films at a furious pace. Everyone wants to be a star except society girl and aspiring astronomer Kate Hildebrand, who'd rather study them in the
night sky. She's already famous after a childhood tragedy turned her into a newspaper
headline. What she craves is stability.
But when (...)

Lily to the Rescue: Dog Dog Goose
by W. Bruce Cameron
Tor • On Sale: Jul 14/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 128 pages
9781250234520 • $8.25 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs • Lily to the Rescue!
An irresistible chapter book series from the New York Times bestselling author of A
Dog's Purpose Puppy Tales featuring Lily, a rescue dog who rescues other animals!
Lily lives with her girl, Maggie Rose. Once a stray, Lily was rescued by the kind people at
the animal shelter run by Maggie Rose's mom. Now she has a very important purpose: to
rescue other animals in trouble.
When a gaggle of baby geese starts to follow Lily around because they think (...)

Lily to the Rescue: Dog Dog Goose
by W. Bruce Cameron
Tor • On Sale: Jul 14/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 128 pages
9781250234513 • $21.99 • CL - With dust jacket • Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs • Lily to
the Rescue!
An irresistible chapter book series from the New York Times bestselling author of A
Dog's Purpose Puppy Tales featuring Lily, a rescue dog who rescues other animals!
Lily lives with her girl, Maggie Rose. Once a stray, Lily was rescued by the kind people at
the animal shelter run by Maggie Rose's mom. Now she has a very important purpose: to
rescue other animals in trouble.
When a gaggle of baby geese starts to follow Lily around because they think (...)

Lily to the Rescue: The Not-So-Stinky Skunk
by W. Bruce Cameron
Tor • On Sale: Jul 14/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 128 pages
9781250234483 • $8.25 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs • Lily to the Rescue!
An irresistible chapter book series from the New York Times bestselling author of A
Dog's Purpose Puppy Tales featuring Lily, a rescue dog who rescues other animals!
Lily lives with her girl, Maggie Rose. Once a stray, Lily was rescued by the kind people at
the animal shelter run by Maggie Rose's mom. Now she has a very important purpose: to
rescue other animals in trouble.
On a camping trip with Maggie Rose's dad, Lily gets sprayed by a skunk (...)
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20S Macm Tor Children's and YA
Lily to the Rescue: The Not-So-Stinky Skunk
by W. Bruce Cameron
Tor • On Sale: Jul 14/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 128 pages
9781250234476 • $21.99 • CL - With dust jacket • Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs • Lily to
the Rescue!
An irresistible chapter book series from the New York Times bestselling author of A
Dog's Purpose Puppy Tales featuring Lily, a rescue dog who rescues other animals!
Lily lives with her girl, Maggie Rose. Once a stray, Lily was rescued by the kind people at
the animal shelter run by Maggie Rose's mom. Now she has a very important purpose: to
rescue other animals in trouble.
On a camping trip with Maggie Rose's dad, Lily gets sprayed by a skunk (...)

The Princess Will Save You
by Sarah Henning
Tor • On Sale: Jul 7/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 368 pages
9781250237422 • $24.50 • CL - With dust jacket • YA Fic / Fantasy / General
A YA fantasy adventure inspired by The Princess Bride, in which a princess must rescue her
stable boy true love, from the acclaimed author of Sea Witch
When a princess's commoner true love is kidnapped to coerce her into a political marriage,
she doesn't give in--she goes to rescue him.
When her warrior father, King Sendoa, mysteriously dies, Princess Amarande of Ardenia is
given what would hardly be considered (...)

An Education in Ruin
by Alexis Bass
Tor • On Sale: Jul 7/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 368 pages
9781250195951 • $25.99 • CL - With dust jacket • YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense
A sophisticated standalone YA suspense for readers of E. Lockhart and Karen McManus,
featuring themes of scandal, deception, wealth, and greed, by the acclaimed author of
Happily and Madly
Collins Pruitt arrives at the Rutherford Institute with an agenda. At this pristine boarding
school set along the northern California coastline, she has one goal: to make Jasper
Mahoney fall in love with her.
She's been groomed for this--a talent unearthed in her after the (...)

Happily and Madly
A Novel
by Alexis Bass
Tor • On Sale: Jul 7/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 368 pages
9781250195937 • $13.50 • pb • YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense
Alexis Bass' Happily and Madly is a mature, twisty, compulsively readable YA
suspense novel about a young girl who embraces a fate bound in love and mystery.
Maris Brown has been told two things about her destiny:
1. She will fall happily and madly in love.
2. She could be dead before she turns eighteen.
The summer before that fateful birthday, Maris is in the (...)
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20S Macm Tor Children's and YA
Heartwood Box
by Ann Aguirre
Tor • On Sale: Jul 21/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 336 pages
9780765397638 • $13.50 • pb • YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense
Stranger Things meets The Lakehouse in Heartwood Box, a dark, romantic YA
suspense novel with an SF edge from New York Times bestselling author Ann
Aguirre.
In this tiny, terrifying town, the lost are never found.
When Araceli Flores Harper is sent to stay with her great-aunt Ottilie in her ramshackle
Victorian home, the plan is simple. She'll buckle down and get ready for college. Life won't
be exciting, but she'll cope, right?
Wrong. From the start, things are (...)

In the Woods
by Carrie Jones and Steven E. Wedel
Tor • On Sale: Jul 28/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 352 pages
9780765336569 • $13.50 • pb • YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense
New York Times bestselling author Carrie Jones teams up with acclaimed cowriter
Steven Wedel in the supernatural mystery, In the Woods . . .
It should have been just another quiet night on the farm when Logan witnessed the attack,
but it wasn't.
Something is in the woods.
Something unexplainable.
Something deadly.
Hundreds of miles away, Chrystal's plans for summer in Manhattan are (...)

Bright Star
by Erin Swan
Tor • On Sale: Aug 18/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 384 pages
9780765393012 • $13.50 • pb • YA Fic / Fantasy / Epic
Erin Swan's YA fantasy debut, Bright Star, is an action-packed adventure tale of
rebellion, romance, and finding one's voice in the heart of a storm.
Paerolia has been at peace for two centuries, and all is well in the land - or so it seems.
Beneath the surface, a tyrant is rising to power.
A traumatic experience in Andra's childhood has left her mute and subdued, a servant in the
Chief Judge's manor. But when an assassination team, led by (...)

Reign
by Cora Carmack
Tor • On Sale: Aug 25/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 352 pages
9780765386397 • $24.50 • CL - With dust jacket • YA Fic / Fantasy / General • Stormheart
FIRST SHE ROARED. THEN SHE RAGED. NOW IT'S TIME FOR HER REIGN.
Aurora Pavan wanted to change her world.
She wanted to protect her people, not because they paid taxes, but because they deserved
to live without fear. She wanted Pavan to be a home that welcomed everyone - remnants,
stormhunters, and witches included.
For the first time in her life, she did not dread the duty into which she was born. She wanted
it.
Then (...)
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20S Macm Tor Children's and YA
Rage
A Stormheart Novel
by Cora Carmack
Tor • On Sale: Aug 25/20 • 5.38 x 8.25 • 400 pages
9780765386380 • $13.50 • pb • YA Fic / Fantasy / General • Stormheart
New York Times bestselling author Cora Carmack's young adult debut series: the second in
a captivating new YA fantasy/romance series perfect for fans of Kristin Cashore and Victoria
Aveyard.
Princess or adventurer.
Duty or freedom.
Her Kingdom or the Stormhunter she loves.
If Aurora knows anything, it's that choices have consequences. To set things right, she joins
a growing revolution on the streets of Pavan
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